
Approaching Core Principles 
by Sam Masich 

In order to master forms and drills in traditional Taijiquan training it is necessary for 
students to examine the core principles of the art. More than lineage, certification, or 
other credentials, adherence to these principles ensures the ‘authenticity’ of one’s 
practice. All aspects of Tai Chi are subject to these guidelines. Body posture, 
movement transition, energy circulation, martial interaction and use of weapons all 
follow similar criteria. Thus it is very important that Tai Chi players learn to embody  
these basic qualities in the simpler early stages of the syllabus.

While there are a wide variety of avenues one might take in exploring Taijiquan’s core 
principles, the tendency of most teachers throughout the art’s history has been to 
focus on the training and study of the legs. This makes a great deal of sense as the 
understanding of all other elements in Tai Chi is predicated on clarity and solidity of 
stance. Classical Tai Chi literature, along with oral tradition, provides us with a rich 
legacy from which to draw our understanding of basic elements. The received wisdom 
of former masters provides a vast source from which to draw inspiration and to 
challenge to the limits of our current understanding and ability. Thus, the study of 
classical concepts regarding legwork might form a significant part of our core principle 
studies. 

The following treatise is an edited excerpt from a work in progress working-titled, Taiji 
Nan Jing (The Book of Difficult Problems in Tai Chi). In this treatise, I introduce issues 
important in understanding the criteria for Taijiquan stance work found in the Wu Bu 
or Five Steps. The Wu Bu, which comprise the last five of the so called Thirteen 
Postures, seem to be generally overlooked in contemporary Taijiquan training. Thus 
this treatise is intended to underline the importance of this ignored subject and to 
stimulate exploration by other students, teachers and authors.

Treatise on the Wu Bu Five Steps (Stance Behaviors)
by Sam Masich 
About the Wu Bu

The last five of Taijiquan’s Shi San Shi, or Thirteen Powers (oft. ‘Postures’) are the Wu 
Bu, usually translated as the five directions, the five steps, the five phases or the five 
elements. Although these are said to be fundamental aspects of Tai Chi training, it is 
rare to find a Tai Chi practitioner with a truly integrated sense of the Wu Bu, and 
problems abound with regard to interpretation and the application of the Wu Bu 
theory. To complicate the issue there is very little available material exploring this 
subject. Most books provide at best a cursory explanation or a simple list. The main 
difficulty arises from questions related to function. Just what are these five things 
anyway? Are they postures? Are they stances? Are they positions? Are they 
techniques? Are they sensibilities related to the “five elements”? And just what are the 
“five elements”? 

The Wu Bu relate directly to the fundamental operation of the legs, hips and waist, 
particularly in relationship to the Ba Men (Peng, Lu, Ji, An, Tsai, Lieh, Jou, Kou). Yang 



Family classics address this directly:

“The division of the steps contains the concept of the five phases and 
allows us to control the eight directions.” 

“Our body contains the eight trigrams, and our feet step out the five 
phases”.

Compare this to text from the Taijiquan Classic:

“The root is in the feet, Jin is generated from the legs, controlled by the 
waist and expressed through the hands and fingers. From the feet to the legs to 
the waist must be integrated with one unified Qi. When moving forward or 
backward, you can then catch the opportunity and gain the superior position.”

The legwork in Taijiquan is distinctly different from that of other martial arts styles. The 
approach to mobility in Tai Chi is designed to give support to the all important tsan-
nien jing (sticking-adhereing energy). Without studying and integrating the specific 
qualities of the Wu Bu, it is virtually impossible to develop accurate or functional 
sticking energy. The revered text, the Song of Sparring, is the oldest literary source 
to directly describe the requirements and purpose of the Wu Bu in Taijiquan. It states:

“In advance, retreat, gaze-left, look-right and central equilibrium, you must 
stick, connect, adhere, and follow, distinguishing full and empty. The hands and 
feet follow each other, and the waist and legs act in unison.”

Drawing the opponent in so that his energy lands on nothing is a 
marvelous technique.”

Since the legs and waist are so obviously important, study of the Wu Bu should be 
one of a serious Tai Chi student’s major and critical focuses. 

Jin, Tui, Gu, Pan, Ding

The common manner of naming the Wu Bu in Chinese is; Jin, Tui, Gu, Pan, Ding. This 
is typically translated as; Advance, Retreat, Left, Right and Centre. This simplistic 
interpretation, while it may serve to help students to initially remember the general 
idea, is imprecise and creates complications when plunging very deeply into the 
subject. In fact, it actually sways attention from some very important clues and issues 
related to the Wu Bu and the Thirteen Powers in general.

The expression “Jin, Tui, Gu, Pan, Ding”,  is a shorthand mnemonic for the actual 
names of the Wu Bu which are: Jin Bu, Tui Bu, Zou Gu, You Pan, Zhong Ding.  
By understanding what these terms actually mean, we will arrive at a much clearer 
understanding of the function and significance of the Wu Bu, or “Five-Steps”. Lets look 
at the term “Wu Bu” itself. 

Wu simply means “five”. In this case it also implies the relationship between the Wu Bu 
and the Wu Xing.

Bu is an involved term and has several layers of meaning. Its use in the Shi San Shi 



represents one of the more brilliant double entendres in Tai Chi.1 Interpreters have 
typically either rendered Bu accurately as “steps” or inaccurately as “elements”. Bu 
could be also be translated as paces, or stages and also means the condition, 
situation or state of things. In Chinese martial arts, Bu is a general term referring to 
stance and foot/leg work.2  If we keep in mind our general definition for the Shi San 
Shi  or the 13 Powers, an ideal translation for Wu Bu might be something like; 
“powers based on the five stages of footwork” or, “the five implicit behaviors of the 
stance” or even (considering the interactive nature of the Wu Xing), “the five innate 
powers and conditions arising from the natural cycle of stages within the stance”. It is 
the inherent behaviors, strengths and stages that are the subject in the Wu Bu, not the 
shape or position of the stance as such. The innate conditions for power in stance 
work. We are also referring to the cyclical way in which these powers emerge and 
dissolve. Also, as importantly, we are speaking of the natural constraints inherent in 
the legwork. This is very much in keeping with Wu Xing, Yi Jing and general Taoist 
philosophies, which recognize the intrinsic power of limits. The concept of conditions 
as opposed to shapes will be clarified further when we discuss Zou Gu and Yu Pan, 
the most misunderstood of the Wu Bu. 

A simpler definition for Wu Bu might be helpful for the purposes of discussion. Most 
often we will simply use the Chinese Wu Bu, otherwise we will continue to use The 
Five Steps, as this rather adroitly handles the concept of Bu as footwork and Bu as 
stages (eg. 5 “steps” or stages in the legwork). It is up to the Tai Chi adept to keep in 
mind the notion of power, conditions and behaviors as this is necessary for proper 
training anyway. If you ponder these matters deeply, you will gradually understand the 
intention of the Shi San Shi theory. These may seem like minor distinctions but keep in 
mind that a small redirection of the arrow early in its path can mean hitting an entirely 
different target.   

Conclusion
This next part of this treatise continues to describe the Wu Bu individually in detail, 
examining terminology, function and historical reference. It continues with an 
examination of the relationships between the Wu Bu and the Wu Xing (Five Phases) 
with details on martial arts strategies in Taijiquan. This in turn precedes a further 
discussion entitled, Distinguishing Hip and Waist which expands the exploration 
of the Wu Bu concept for practical study.

1 Compare Bu   to Xing  which means to walk, or go on foot  and originates from glyphs of left and right footprints. It also 
refers to the behaviour of things, their phases or stages  of process. Here we are verging on semantic humour. Both terms 
refer, in similar ways, to walking or stepping and both terms refer to the state of things behaviorally... their innate condition. 
The word Bu can virtually be substituted for Xing but has is a more overt reference to actual footwork. Now compare Bu  
to Shi (as in Shi San Shi). Again we are discussing the inherent state of affairs of circumstances of a natural object’s 
power. All this synonymous language points over and over again to the Bu as situations of potential arising from the legs, 
rather than postures or positions.

2 Shou, Yen, Tsen-fa, Bu; Jing-Shen, Qi, Li, Gong.



1. Jin Bu 
Advancing Step
Jin alone means, to advance, move forward or to enter. Jin Bu is a common 
expression in Chinese and means to progress or improve a situation. Of these, 
advance, enter and improve best describe Jin Bu in the Taijiquan sense, referring to 
that quality in the legwork which advances and enters in order to claim more territory 
from the opponent, improving our situation and progressing toward control of his 
centre. 

Aside from costuming, traditional martial arts styles are most easily recognized and 
understood by their stepping. Advance stepping in Taijiquan is noticeably different than 
in other martial arts, as it allows for the upper body qualities of yielding and sticking. It 
can be crudely invasive or it can be stealthy. Energetically, it encroaches on the 
opponent’s base and displaces his root. If expressed as an actual step, it rolls from 
heel-to-toe. In a fixed stance (eg. gong bu), it rolls into the front hip. It often expresses 
itself as a half-horse stance (ban ma-bu). When advancing directly, square to the 
enemy, Jin Bu tends to engender square shaped Peng (You Peng), downward and 
forward shaped An, and an offensive Ji. When advancing diagonally, Jin Bu creates 
potential for lateral shaped Peng (Zhou Peng), Jou and Kou as well as a counter-
offensive Ji and plucking shaped Tsai. 

Creating the conditions for Jin Bu must always be the aim if victory is your goal. The 
Yang Family manuscripts describe the inexorable intent in the Song of Advance:

“When it is time to advance, advance without hesitation.
If you meet no obstacle, continue to advance.
Failing to advance when the time is right is a lost opportunity.” 

To advance confidently requires a real study of posture in order to maintain the centre 
of equilibrium and balance:

The circle of retreat is easy, but the circle of advance is difficult.
 Never forget the crown of the head, the front or the back.

What is difficult is holding the central earth. 

We need to match the opponent’s movement and intensity when closing in:

When closing with an opponent, advance and retreat shoulder to shoulder.
Imitate the windmill, grinding fast and slow, 
While the cloud dragon and the wind tiger go round and round.

2. Tui Bu 
Retreating Step
Tui3  literally means to move back, retreat, withdraw from but also to cause to retreat 
(eg. tui the opponent, move the opponent back). Tui Bu as a generalized expression 
3 Not to be confused with Tui  as in Tui Shou (Push Hands)



means leave room to maneuver. These are all helpful clues as to how Tui Bu 
functions in Tai Chi practice. 

The function of Tui Bu as in, to retreat, is mainly to preserve territory as the opponent 
expands into our realm, and also to protect ourselves from his aggression. Just as 
importantly, we Tui, in order to create space to align our own resources for a 
campaign of advancement. In some instances, Tui Bu actually powers the attack. 

One of the biggest and most consistent errors people make with Tui Bu, is to retreat 
directly back and away from the opponent. This is based on the natural but 
troublesome instinct for escape which all creatures possess, but which an 
understanding of body mechanics, particularly Tui Bu, can overcome. It is important to 
remember that Tai Chi strategy is about engagement and connection not avoidance 
and escape. The purpose of training conscious movement via Taijiquan, is as much to 
de-train such adverse instincts as it is to train positive reflexes. By habitually retreating 
straight back, players consistently find themselves in weak, untenable positions and so 
must flail about to put themselves on even ground. The unsound knee positions into 
which many routinely collapse, are enough to make most Tai Chi masters cringe. A lot 
of the problems with Tui Bu are really derived from misunderstandings about Zou Gu  
and You Pan (which we will discuss momentarily), as well as a lethargic approach to 
legwork and stance dynamics in general. 

Tui Bu retreats back by folding into the back hip in fixed stances and frequently 
exhibits itself as a rear oriented half-horse stance. It both draws the opponent in and 
keeps him away. When expressed as a step it rolls from toe-to-heel. When combined 
with Zou Gu, it is defensive and tends to arouse Lu, Lieh and plucking shaped Tsai. 
With You Pan, Tui Bu attacks forcefully, moving back suddenly with violent twisting 
throws, and features downward-plucking shaped Tsai, elbow wrenching Lieh and 
variations of Jou and Kou.

Taijiquan’s method of retreat both requires and cultivates exceptional listening skills, 
or Ting Fa, in order to evade, lure and maintain connection with the opponent. Unlike 
the retreat tactics of many external style martial arts, the point of retreat is not to 
escape or avoid, but to match, ride and stick. In Tai Chi, when we withdraw, we retain 
physical contact yet the touch must enable us to create room to maneuver providing 
nothing of solidity for our adversary to attack. In the Song of Retreat from the Yang 
Family classics, instruction on how to achieve this difficult balance is provided:

“If our steps follow the changes of our body, then our technique will be perfect.
We must avoid fullness and emphasize emptiness so that our opponent lands  
on nothing.”

Many martial artists instinctively feel that to retreat is cowardly or that opportunities will 
be missed. The song continues by pointing out that stubbornness in avoiding Tui Bu is 
to be frowned upon as foolhardy:

“To fail to retreat when retreat is called for is neither wise nor courageous.
A retreat is really an advance if we can turn it into a counter attack.”

Many players retreat excitedly, scurrying back in a rush, only to find themselves in 
disadvantageous positions with their adversary menacing over them. The key to 



accomplishing retreat can be found in the laissez-faire natures of Zhou You and 
Zhong Ding which achieve through relaxation. This is not to say that one should 
never actively retreat but that easy, passive, spontaneous retreat is by far the superior 
policy.

3. Zou Gu 
Leftside Gazing (Open-side turning)
In the study of Zou Gu we see with great clarity that the Wu Bu refer not to positions, 
postures and stances as such, but to the conditions, strengths and proclivities of the 
legs and waist. Turning to the left (Zou  means left), we naturally and laterally retreat 
toward the back hip. This spontaneously creates the conditions for Gu which means, 
to turn around and look at, to regard or to look around and also to take the whole 
situation into consideration or simply to consider. This kind of unhurried, unforced 
contemplative looking, is well translated by many authors as gaze. We gaze to the left, 
more “noticing” than looking. Dr. Yang Jwing Ming has observantly translated Gu as 
“beware”, which reminds us of a certain quality of attentiveness necessary in gazing.

But why to the left? Why not gaze right? This is the second difficult problem which 
prevents students of the art from attaining a functional understanding of the Wu Bu4. 
On the surface, the directives “Left” and “Right” (Zou and You), seem to have been 
arbitrarily imposed on the terms “Gaze” and “Look” (Gu and Pan).5 This puzzle is 
immediately solved when we consider that the majority of Tai Chi masters were right 
handed. Virtually all solo and two person training routines, including weapons and 
applications sets, in all the major family styles, are biased heavily to the right, with the 
left hand usually performing a supporting function.6  In the vast majority of push hands 
drills, the initial stance is right foot forward to allow maximum reach and training for 
the right hand. When the right side leg is advanced, the experience of turning (and 
looking) to the wide-open left side is vividly different than turning and looking to the 
closed right side. This difference is critical to our understanding of both Zou Gu and 
You Pan. Zhou Gu is something of a misnomer because open-side turning arises 
just as naturally to right side with the left leg forward. So perhaps an ideal translation 
would be something like: “The natural way the body turns when the eyes gaze to the 
left, while the right leg is forward”  or simply, the body turning spontaneously to the 
open-side”. “Open-side turning”  is a flexible, non side-biased term, which completely 
communicates the nature and function of Leftside Gazing.

Zhou Gu is smooth by nature. It travels with the grain and burgeons most 
spontaneously from Jin Bu as advancement regresses, producing Lu, Lieh and 
plucking shaped Tsai. Less frequently (but very intentionally) it appears in relationship 
with Jin Bu as in advancement producing Kou and sometime Jou. 

4. You Pan  
Rightside Looking (Closed-side turning)

From the preceding study of Zhou Gu, we can more easily understand the nature of 
4 A general basic understanding the term Bu  being the first.
5 Therefore translators often carelessly render these terms “Look Left” and “Look Right” or even more dismissively, “Left” 
and “Right”, giving no indication whatever of any fundamental difference between two entirely different energies.
6 Sorry to you left-handers out there. Fortunately you can always learn your forms on the left side (a good habit for right-
handers to get into as well. A number of modern forms also exist that try to be more “fair” in this regard. Try Beijing 
Simplified (24 posture), Combined (48 posture), or International Compulsory (42) Taijiquan sets for balance.



You Pan. Once we recognize the right-leg-advanced context, the intentional quality of 
Rightside Looking, (usually translated as “Look Right”), is almost obvious. Pan, like 
Gu, also connotes to look or look round, but is distinguished by the quality of 
expectation, since Pan also means to hope or long for and significantly, to expect. We 
turn, not because it is easy or natural, but because we hope for, or expect an 
outcome. We turn to the right, against  our advanced right leg, and against the grain. 
Uniquely, You Pan moves against the postural flow in which Jin Bu, Tui Bu, Zhou Gu 
and Zhong Ding comfortably reside. In contrast to the easy, spontaneous rolling of 
Zhou Gu, You Pan might be thoroughly defined as, “The  intentional way the body 
turns when the eyes look to the right, while the right leg is forward”  or “the body 
turning intentionally to the closed-side” or more succinctly, “closed-side turning”.

You Pan switches things up. It’s energy is deliberate in defense and sudden in attack. 
It is most frequently expressed as a neutralizing Peng, a very outward rolling Lu7, an 
outward plucking Tsai, and a back-of-the-upper-arm Jou/ or Kou. It acts to parry and 
redirect force in a way that opens up the opponent’s flank and sets the stage for 
follow up attacks. Using You Pan, Chen style Taijiquan players often emphasize a 
method of attack which wrenches an opponent violently out of their root sometimes 
damaging elbows and shoulders severely.

The poor execution of this lateral twisting energy by so many Tai Chi players amazes 
me. Typically practitioners demonstrate little understanding of the knees, hips or waist 
as they twist from their ankles, obliquely to the right in order to attempt neutralizing or 
attack. Successful execution of You Pan depends on clarity in the waist. While it is 
possible to instinctively approximate an understanding of Jin, Tui, Gu and Ding, there 
is no way to realize the full power of You Pan without comprehension of waist 
movement. Most any Tai Chi master can recognize a practitioner’s level of legwork 
understanding immediately upon seeing You Pan. Without this understanding there is 
little possibility for the conscious movement that allows us to take our Tai Chi to its 
potential.  

A note on Zhou Gu and You Pan.
Zhou Gu and You Pan have been weakly translated into foreign languages 
throughout the modern history of Taijiquan. This has not really been the fault of 
translators however. The terms Zhou Gu and You Pan are misleading in Chinese as 
well. While Gu and Pan are fairly clearly understood by native speakers, the 
assignment of Left and Right (Zhou, You) seems capricious and confuses the issue. 
The presumption of right-leg-forward in conceptualizing these important energies 
makes all the difference.

Open-side turning and Closed-side turning are clearer, non side-biased terms 
for these important lateral energies. Thus if the feet are exchanged, left leg forward, the 
terms Open-side turning and Closed-side turning still apply and relate. It is important to 
remember however, that the terms Gu and Pan describe more than just relative leg 
positions. They convey important information about the state of mind while turning. The 
smooth gazing or noticing versus the abrupt looking or intending must not be 
forgotten, as it is this awareness which brings the hip and waist relationship to life.

5. Zhong Ding 
Central Equilibrium (Settle toward Centre)
7 The Zhou You Peng and Lu combine to create Yun Shou (Cloud Hands).



Zhong means centre, middle or between two extremes and also has the implication 
of an arrow hitting a target. Ding means to set, settle, fix or calm down. Zhong Ding 
is usually fairly well translated as “Central Equilibrium”, but other more descriptive 
interpretations might include, “calmly settled between extremes”, “centrally fixed” or 
“middle settling”. When we consider the two medial extremes of Jin Bu and Tui Bu 
and the two lateral extremes of Zhou Gu and You Pan, we could also think of 
Zhong Ding as, “the fixed axis point between two sets of extremes”. Zhong Ding is like 
the centre of a cross or the eye of the storm. It provides focus, centre and safety from 
the perils of the extreme steps. If we seek to generate movement through relaxation, 
rather than by willful activity, settling into this calm, central place is the “target” we seek 
to hit. 

The translation, “Central Equilibrium” is about the the closest we can get to Zhong 
Ding in English, however this does not entirely convey the meaning. Fortunately, like 
most such difficulties, the problem provides us with a key to a greater understanding 
of the Wu Bu. The tendency when thinking of Jin Bu, Tui Bu, Zou Gu or You Pan, is to 
think in terms of actions. We advance, we gaze leftward, etc. When we consider 
“Central Equilibrium” however, we tend to think of a state of being or a condition. But 
Zhong Ding is more than a state, it is also an act... we “settle toward the centre”...we 
“Zhong Ding”. Importantly, the opposite is also true. Jin Bu, Tui Bu, Zou Gu, You Pan 
are all states, stages, steps, innate conditions and not simply leg actions. Thus, having 
observed Zhong Ding, we are compelled to return to the beginning and examine Jin 
Bu all over again. Zhong Ding functions here as a conceptual axis. Even the concept 
is cyclical in its movement!

It is here that we observe the profound genius of the original masters. In perceiving 
the relationship between the Wu Bu and the Wu Xing, they have wisely given future 
generations a simple and thorough method for finding a way back into the most 
fundamental basics of the art. Without contrivance they have ensured the continual 
bloom of a perennial truth and have created the basis for spiritual illumination in the 
martial arts. 


